Multi-Casualty Incident Critique Sheet

**Initial Report**
- How was incident reported?
- What was reported? Any conflicting information?
- Who was notified? Who was not notified?
- Timeliness of notifications

**Initial Response**
- Who was dispatched initially?
- Did first arriving responder do a size-up/report on conditions?
- Were additional resources requested by first units in? What was requested?
- Were there conflicting requests for resources? Why and how?
- Were mutual aid resources needed? What was needed?
- Were county resources affected?

**Scene Management**
- Was the incident declared and command established? Who was the IC?
- Were hazards identified and controlled?
- Which ICS positions were activated? Vests used?
- Ambulance staging established? LZ established?

**Medical Management**
- Which medical ICS positions, if any, were assigned? Which were combined?
- How did the position leaders communicate?
- How were various positions identified? Vests worn?
- Did the Medical Group Supervisor and Hazel Hawkins Hospital make immediate contact?
- What information was relayed in the initial report?
- Did HHH assign a single person to communicate with the MCC?
- Did HHH poll receiving facilities and relay to MCC?
- Were patients triaged and tagged prior to ambulance arrival?
- Were treatment areas designated and prepared?
- How did initial triage compare to secondary triage/treatment?
- Were ambulances loaded appropriately according to triage category?
- Who determined destination?
- Did HHH activate internal disaster plans?
- Did transporting ambulances notify receiving hospital of incoming patient promptly and appropriately?

**ETC.**
- What went well?
- What would you do differently?
- What problems were unique to the situation?
- What problems are likely to be encountered again?
- Any problems require MCI Plan modification?